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Abstract—In cloud systems, incidents are potential threats to customer satisfaction and business revenue. When customers are affected by incidents, they often request customer support service (CSS) from the cloud provider by submitting a support ticket. Many tickets could be duplicate as they are reported in a distributed and uncoordinated manner. Thus, aggregating such duplicate tickets is essential for efficient ticket management. Previous studies mainly rely on tickets’ textual similarity to detect duplication; however, duplicate tickets in a cloud system could carry semantically different descriptions due to the complex service dependency of the cloud system. To tackle this problem, we propose iPACK, an incident-aware method for aggregating duplicate tickets by fusing the failure information between the customer side (i.e., tickets) and the cloud side (i.e., incidents). We extensively evaluate iPACK on three datasets collected from the production environment of a large-scale cloud platform, Azure. The experimental results show that iPACK can precisely and comprehensively aggregate duplicate tickets, achieving an F1 score of 0.871–0.935 and outperforming state-of-the-art methods by 12.4%–31.2%.

Index Terms—duplicate tickets, incidents, cloud systems, reliability

I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of Cloud Computing, cloud platforms such as Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform serve millions of users worldwide. When customers encounter a technical problem with the platform; they often resort to cloud providers for help by submitting a support ticket (ticket for short), which consists of a textual issue description and some basic attributes (e.g., date and product name). From the cloud provider’s perspective, once a ticket is received, it is essential to provide timely assistance to customers to avoid user dissatisfaction and financial loss [1][2].

In practice, incidents (i.e., unexpected service interruptions) are inevitable for large-scale cloud platforms [3][4]. Though much effort has been devoted to ensure the reliability of cloud systems [5][6][7], customers could still be impacted by incidents. For a large-scale cloud platform serving millions of customers, incidents could trigger a large number of tickets, among which many could be duplicate as the tickets are reported in a distributed and uncoordinated manner. To reduce the burden of support engineers, it is essential to precisely and comprehensively aggregate the tickets, i.e., clustering the duplicate tickets caused by the same incident. By doing this, the support team can resolve the tickets more efficiently.

To aggregate the tickets caused by the same incident, a common practice is to check if multiple tickets with similar symptom descriptions are reported within a short period. The intuition behind this is that customers using the same functionalities or services tend to encounter similar problems if they are caused by the same incident (e.g., service unavailability). Most existing studies on duplicate issue report detection measure the semantic similarity between two reports based on their textual descriptions, using natural language processing techniques such as word frequency [8][9][10], word embedding [11][12], topic modeling [13], and pretrained model [14]. Such semantic similarity-based approaches work well for traditional software systems (e.g., NetBeans [15], Eclipse and Firefox [16]). However, they are sub-optimal for aggregating duplicate tickets in cloud systems due to the large-scale and heterogeneous architecture of cloud systems [4][17][18].

The main reason is that customers of cloud systems could encounter distinct issues (with distinct symptoms) caused by the same incident. On the one hand, customers using the same service may experience different issues due to various usage scenarios. For example, when the control plane of the virtual machine (VM) service is problematic, the customers could complain about various problems related to VM creation, upgrade or deletion, depending on their particular scenarios. On the other hand, multiple services can be impacted by the same incident due to the notorious failure propagation problem [5][18][19] in cloud systems. For example, when an infrastructure-level service (e.g., a storage service) is interrupted, other services depending on it (e.g., VM and Web application) can be impacted too. As a result, customers using different services may observe different symptoms and submit tickets with dissimilar descriptions. Consequently, it is
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To address existing studies’ limitations, we propose introducing cloud-side runtime information, i.e., alerts, to facilitate ticket aggregation in cloud systems. Modern cloud systems widely adopt monitors to continuously detect anomalies (unexpected behaviors) of cloud systems [20][21][22]. Once an anomaly is detected, an alert describing the anomaly will be fired to notify on-call engineers for inspection promptly. The services (and their internal components) are interdependent in cloud systems [17][18]; therefore, when an incident impacts multiple components or services, multiple alerts will be triggered within a short period [6][23], that is, these alerts are correlated with each other (i.e., alert-alert relation). According to our study in Azure, the correlated alerts caused by most (93%) incidents are fired within four hours. On the other hand, a particular issue of a component (e.g., problematic API for VM allocation) in cloud systems can reflect a particular customer-side issue (e.g., cannot create a VM). So, it is possible to find a responsible alert within the component that captures the issue resulting in the ticket (i.e., ticket-alert relation). In Azure, we find that for 92% of customer tickets; the alert system has already fired responsible alerts that cause these tickets before the tickets are submitted.

Motivated by these two kinds of relations, we propose to formulate the ticket aggregation problem in cloud systems as a two-stage linking problem, i.e., alert-alert linking and ticket-alert linking. Intuitively, if the same incident triggers multiple inter-linked alerts and these alerts are further linked to different tickets, then we consider these tickets should be aggregated (i.e., caused by the same incident). In doing this, it is possible to aggregate semantically different tickets via alert-alert links.

However, designing such a framework mainly faces two challenges originating from the large scale and complexity of cloud systems: First, alerts are massive and noisy. The main reason is that cloud systems consist of a large number of interdependent services. Each service adopts comprehensive monitors to capture any abnormal patterns to ensure its reliability [24]. These monitors could be sensitive. As a result, various alerts are continuously fired every second [5], so it is challenging to correctly identify and link alerts that are relevant to the ongoing incident. Second, features of both alerts and tickets have high cardinality, which means each of their features consists of too many unique values. When considering linking alerts and tickets, the number of feature combinations grows exponentially due to the high cardinality. Consequently, it is hard to identify effective feature combinations between them and conduct correct correlation.

In this paper, we propose iPACK to address these challenges. Specifically, iPACK mainly consists of three steps, i.e., alert parsing, incident profiling and ticket-event correlation. The first two steps address the first challenge, and the third step addresses the second challenge. In the alert parsing step, we preprocess (parse) alerts as more coarse-grained events to reduce redundant alerts. Next, in the incident profiling step, we propose GIP (graph-based incident profiling) to automatically filter noisy events and link events caused by the same incident. As a result, each incident is represented as an event graph by considering alert-alert relations. Afterward, in the ticket-event correlation step, we propose AIN (attentive interaction network) to correlate a ticket to a responsible event by considering ticket-alert relations. Finally, we aggregate these tickets that are linked to the events within the same event graph (i.e., incident), which are provided to CSS (customer support service) team to accelerate processing the tickets.

This work makes the following major contributions:

- We are the first to propose to introduce cloud runtime information (i.e., alerts) to aggregate duplicate tickets. We propose iPACK to leverage the alert-alert relations and ticket-alert relations to achieve this goal.
- We evaluate iPACK on three datasets collected from the production environment of Azure. The evaluation results show that iPACK outperforms state-of-the-art methods by 12.4%~31.2%, which confirm the effectiveness of iPACK. We also share our industrial experience of applying iPACK in a large-scale cloud platform, Azure.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
A. Background

A) Alert: Alerts are fired by monitors that continuously detect anomalies in cloud systems, which automatically notify on-call engineers for investigation [17][25][23]. An alert has many attributes as presented in Fig. 1 (top), including alert ID, title, creation time, region, owning service, owning component severity, monitor ID, etc. The title is generated by following a template pre-defined by engineers. The severity indicates how serious the issue is, which has three levels, i.e., low, medium, and high. A service (owning service) consists of many components (owning component), where each component has its own functionality or feature.

B) Support Ticket: As presented in Fig. 1 (bottom), a support ticket usually contains attributes such as ticket ID, creation time, summary, region, product name, and category. The summary is free text written by customers in natural language. The region is where the customer’s product is deployed. The category is a coarse-to-fine text description initially selected by the customer, which facilitates triaging a ticket to a proper support engineer. In addition, a ticket may also include a long detailed description (hidden in the figure).

Modern cloud platforms adopt similar schemes of alerts and support tickets described above. For example, CloudWatch of AWS [20], Alerting of GCP [22] and Azure Monitor [21] share

---

**Fig. 1.** An example of an alert and its resultant ticket.
features that all unexpected interruptions affecting services’ availability times the number of tickets than usual. Figure 2 presents an example. If the API PUT (for container allocation) in the Kubernetes services is degraded, the customer can experience an error when deploying a container. In Azure, if a ticket is related to a cloud-side issue, the support engineers are required to annotate the responsible alert ID after diagnosis. Based on the annotated alert-ticket pairs collected from 2020/01/01 to 2022/06/01, we study the time interval between alert generation and ticket submission. Figure 3 shows the results, where a negative time interval indicates that an alert is fired before the ticket is submitted. We found around 92% of tickets have responsible alerts fired before customers submit the tickets. This allows us to correlate responsible alerts for most tickets in runtime (in Section III-D).

For clarification, we summarize these important terminologies (i.e., alert, ticket, incident, alert-alert relation and ticket-alert relation) in Table I for reference.

D. A Motivating Example

We present a real-world incident in July 2021 in Azure (the public link describing the incident is anonymized) and its resultant tickets as a motivating example. The impact of the incident started at 05:08 AM (UTC). It was caused by the availability loss of the DiskRP (disk resource provider) service that provides a control plane service for managed disks. Since its gateway queue was full, a large proportion of incoming requests were rejected. As a consequence, services relying on DiskRP experienced interruptions. On-call engineers’ diagnosis confirmed that three services were impacted, i.e., virtual machine (VM), Databricks, and Kubernetes (K8S). Customers using these services were affected, which led to overwhelming tickets. As shown in Figure 4, the ticket numbers of the services simultaneously increased right after the impact started, which implies the three services could be impacted by the same incident concurrently. In particular, the CSS team received around four times the number of tickets than usual within a short period and assigned twice the number of support engineers to handle these tickets. We list some samples of alerts and tickets related to this incident in Table II. These tickets ($t_1 \sim t_8$) carry dissimilar semantics due to different use scenarios and services for different customers. Therefore, it is hard to know that these tickets are actually caused by the same incident, rendering the difficulty for support engineers to group them and handle the burst of tickets efficiently.

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alert</td>
<td>An alert is triggered when abnormal behavior of a component is detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticket</td>
<td>A request raised by a customer to ask the cloud vendor for help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident</td>
<td>Unexpected interruptions affecting services’ availability or performance, which usually trigger a series of alerts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert-Alert Relation</td>
<td>Two alerts are correlated if they are caused by the same incident. (Section II-B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticket-Alert Relation</td>
<td>A ticket is correlated with an alert if the former is caused by the latter. (Section II-C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1:**

- (a) The number of services impacted by incidents.
- (b) Distribution of max alert duration of incidents.

**Figure 2:**

- (a) Statistics of alert and incident data in Azure.
- (b) Distribution of max alert duration of incidents.

**Figure 3:**

- Time interval between alerts and resultant tickets.

**Figure 4:**

- Ticket number trend during an incident.
We propose to aggregate these tickets by simultaneously leveraging the aforementioned alert-alert relations and ticket-alert relations. We take Table II as an example to elaborate our intuition. First, we need to know what alerts are triggered by an incident, i.e., profiling the incident. In this example, we link the alerts \(a_1 - a_2 - a_3\) via capturing the alert-alert relations (i.e., they are caused by the same incident). Second, we need to know what tickets are caused by these alerts, namely, linking \(a_1 - (t_1, t_2), a_2 - (t_3, t_4),\) and \(a_3 - (t_5, t_6)\). Finally, because the alerts \(a_1 \sim a_3\) are linked as an incident and \(t_1 \sim t_6\) are further linked to these alerts, we can aggregate \(t_1 \sim t_6\) as the same cluster even though they possess dissimilar semantics.

**Challenges.** To achieve this, iPACK should address the following two challenges originated from the large scale and complicated architecture of cloud systems [5][18][24].

**Challenge 1: Massive and noisy alerts.** Cloud systems could contain thousands of interdependent services. These services are closely monitored from various aspects to capture any unexpected behaviors. For example, there could be hundreds, even thousands of high-severity alerts reported in Azure per day. Some alerts are regular alerts that are reported frequently (due to sensitive monitoring rules) and periodically (due to periodical monitoring). These regular alerts are generally not related to a particular cloud incident and only report usual system runtime status such as CPU/memory usage rate (e.g., \(a_4\) in Table II). In contrast, indicative alerts are caused by an actual problem of cloud systems. For example, the alerts \(a_1 \sim a_3\) in Table II are indicative alerts. It is challenging to identify the indicative alerts and correctly link them among massive and noisy alerts.

**Challenge 2: High feature cardinality.** High feature cardinality refers to a situation where a feature has a large number of unique values. For example, the feature category of a ticket has more than 3,000 options, and the features component and monitor ID of alerts have more than 2,000 and 10,000 options, respectively. Using traditional one-hot encoding [28] methods to process these features would lead to a high-dimensional feature space, resulting in the curse of dimensionality [29]. Additionally, linking alerts to tickets requires the consideration of various combinations of features between them. However, due to the high feature cardinality, the number of possible combinations grows exponentially, making it difficult to identify the most effective combinations that accurately reflect the correlation between alerts and tickets. This constitutes a significant challenge in our work.

### III. METHODOLOGY

#### A. Overview of iPACK

The goal of iPACK is to aggregate duplicate tickets that are caused by the same cloud incident among all tickets. Due to the large scale and heterogeneous architecture [4][17][18] of cloud systems, it is insufficient to solely consider the textual similarity of tickets to achieve this goal. To address this problem, we introduce cloud run-time information (i.e., alerts) and formulate it as a two-stage linking problem. Intuitively, iPACK first finds links between alerts by leveraging alert-alert relations. These inter-linked alerts constitute a graph to represent an incident. Then iPACK identifies the tickets that are caused by these alerts according to ticket-alert relations. The tickets linked to the alerts within the same graph (i.e., incident) are aggregated. Thus, we can aggregate the tickets with dissimilar semantics via the bridge of alert-alert links.

As shown in Fig. 5, iPACK consists of three steps: alert parsing, incident profiling and ticket-event correlation. In the alert parsing step, we parse alerts as more coarse-grained events to reduce redundant alerts. Next, in the incident profiling step, we propose a graph-based incident profiling (GIP) method to remove the regular events (i.e., parsed regular alerts) and link correlated indicative events. Then, in the ticket-event correlation, we propose an attentive interaction network (AIN) to correlate a ticket to an event. Finally, if two tickets are correlated to the events within the same event graph (i.e., the same incident), we aggregate the tickets as the same cluster. The results of the ticket aggregation are presented to the CSS (Customer Support Services) team to streamline the ticket processing process and improve efficiency. This allows support engineers to send out batch notifications to potentially affected customers and provide quick guidance for service recovery. Additionally, the results can aid on-call engineers in conducting impact assessments, including identifying affected services and determining the extent of customer impact caused by the incident (e.g., number of affected customers).

#### B. Alert Parsing

The title of an alert is generated following an engineer-specified template. Monitors may be triggered multiple times during an incident causing massive redundant alerts. To reduce the volume of alerts and avoid redundancy, we parse each alert to its corresponding template and aggregate the alerts sharing the same template as an event. Take \(a_1\) in Table II as an example; multiple similar alerts can fire concurrently such as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Tickets</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Alerts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>VM/Scale Update</td>
<td>(t_1): Virtual machine scale sets resize issue.</td>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>(a_1) : VMStart Failures exceed 300 times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM/VM Start</td>
<td>(t_2): Server did not start on time.</td>
<td>Provider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databricks</td>
<td>Databricks/Job Issue</td>
<td>(t_3): Unable to open cluster of Databricks.</td>
<td>Control Plane</td>
<td>(a_2) : Databricks cluster creation fails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Databricks/Cluster Launch</td>
<td>(t_4): Unable to provision clusters.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K8S</td>
<td>K8S/Cluster Update</td>
<td>(t_5): Unable to autoscale.</td>
<td>Resource Scheduler</td>
<td>(a_3) : The PUT operation success rate &lt;80%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K8S/Cluster Update</td>
<td>(t_6): Cannot upgrade node pool, stuck.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(a_4) : CPU utilization exceeds 90%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alerts caused by the same incident and the resultant tickets (some features are omitted due to space limitation.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databricks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databricks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K8S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K8S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“VMStart Failures exceed 100/150/200/250 times”, which are aggregated as “VMStart Failures exceed * times”.

We formulate this problem as the well-studied log parsing problem [30] following [18]. We propose to customize a widely-adopted log parsing algorithm, Drain [31] to parse the alerts into templates (events). Drain works by extracting the common parts of alert titles from each group of alerts, where the group is determined by calculating the overlap of words. To enhance Drain in our scenario, we observe that if two alerts are reported by different monitors or belong to different components, the two alerts must have distinct templates. Therefore, we first divide all alerts into different partitions according to both monitor ID and owning component. We then apply Drain in each partition to extract the templates. In this way, we can reduce the noises in each partition and also accelerate the processing by parallel computing. Finally, each alert is parsed as an event, which introduces two features, i.e., event template and event ID (a hash value of its template).

Within a fixed time window (Section III-C), for events sharing the same template, we reserve the latest event and discard the rest of the events to reduce its volume. The following steps are applied to events instead of raw alerts.

C. Incident Profiling

The goal of this step is to represent an incident via linking the correlated events that are caused by the same incidents. In doing this, the linked events can then be used to bridge semantically different tickets in the next step (Section III-D).

To learn relations between events, some existing solutions leverage manual annotations [24][32], which are not practical because such labels are hard to obtain and usually insufficient in real-world practice. While there are unsupervised solutions [6][19], they require prior knowledge (e.g., the precise topology of cloud services) to estimate alert relations. However, such prior knowledge is usually inaccurate and requires extensive efforts to collect, update and validate [17][19][24].

We propose an unsupervised approach, i.e., Graph-based Incident Profiling (GIP), which does not rely on prior knowledge. The input is a series of events within a time window, and the output is one or multiple graphs of the events. Each graph profiles an incident containing indicative events related to the incident. GIP has a static event relation learning step and a dynamic event graph construction step. Intuitively, if two events are correlated, these events are more likely to be triggered within a short period frequently in the history [19][24]. We model such frequent patterns in the first static event relation learning step. Then, in the dynamic event graph construction step, we dynamically link the events possessing the learned frequent patterns and remove regular events in the runtime.

1) Static Event Relation Learning: In this step, we assign a static score to each event pair weighing how likely they co-occur in history. To this end, we first collect a series of historical events in chronological order. Then we apply a four-hour-long sliding time window on these events with a step size of one hour. We adopt four hours as the window length because it can cover most alerts within an incident according to our study in Section II-B. The one-hour-step size allows us to introduce enough new events for learning the static event relations and avoid separating co-occurred events into two different windows. Each window \( w_i \) contain multiple events, i.e., \( w_i = \{e_1, e_2, e_3, ..., \} \). If two events appear in the same window, we count it as a co-occurrence. Based on these windows, we compute the point-wise mutual information (PMI) score [33] for each event pair, which is a popular metric to measure co-occurrence associations [34][35]. Formally, the PMI value for the event pair \((e_i, e_j)\) is:

\[
PMI(e_i, e_j) = \log \frac{p(e_i, e_j)}{p(e_i)p(e_j)},
\]

where \( p(e_i, e_j) = \frac{C(e_i, e_j)}{M} \), \( p(e_i) = \frac{C(e_i)}{M} \). \( C(e_i, e_j) \) denotes the number of windows that contain both \( e_i \) and \( e_j \), and \( C(e_i) \) is the number of windows that contain \( e_i \). \( M \) is the total number of windows. A higher PMI value indicates two events are more likely to co-occur in history, and a positive PMI value indicates they are more likely to co-occur than appear individually. We use \( d(e_i, e_j) \) to denote the pre-computed PMI value for the event pair \((e_i, e_j)\).

2) Dynamic Event Graph Construction: We then dynamically construct event graphs in the runtime by utilizing the learned static PMI values. The input to this step is the events collected within the latest four-hour-long time window. The output is one or more event graphs, each of which contains correlated events caused by the incident.

Intuitively, we aim to link the events with high PMI values because they are possibly caused by the same ongoing incident in the runtime, considering they frequently co-occur in history. However, regular (noisy) events tend to co-occur with various types of events because they frequently appear regardless of whether there is an incident. In contrast, indicative events only frequently co-occur with only a small portion of events. Based on the difference between regular events and indicative events, we propose a novel algorithm to prune the regular events automatically, and the remaining indicative events are correlated. The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

![Diagram of iPACK framework](image-url)
PMI values constituting a single initial event graph $g$ with the PMI values as weights of edges (line 1 \sim 7). Then, for each node, we calculate a knee point (i.e., $\gamma$ in Algorithm 1) based on the PMI values of all its out edges, i.e., $W$ (line 9 \sim 11). Specifically, we adopt the Kneedle algorithm [36] to calculate $\gamma$. A small $\gamma$ for a node denotes that most PMI values of its linked neighbors are large, namely, the node frequently co-occurs with many neighbors (events). This implies that the node is more likely to be a regular event. Therefore, we remove the node if its $\gamma$ is less than a threshold $\mu$ (line 12 \sim 14). As revealed by previous studies [6][37], regular events make up a large portion of all events. Therefore, we empirically set $\mu = 0.8$ to remove most events aggressively, which turns out to be effective in our scenario (Section IV-C3). Finally, we extract subgraphs (i.e., connected component [38]) from the the pruned graph $g$ (line 16).

### D. Ticket-Event Correlation

After profiling incidents as several event graphs (i.e., event-event linking), we correlate each ticket to the event that captures the internal cloud issue resulting in the ticket (i.e., event-ticket linking). If two tickets are correlated to interlinked events (i.e., they are caused by the same incident), we can then aggregate them as the same cluster.

We mainly address the challenge caused by the high cardinality of features of tickets and events (Section II-D). Inspired by factorization machine [39] in the field of recommendation systems, we propose an attentive interaction network (AIN), which decomposes feature combinations as Hadamard products of low-dimension feature embeddings. In this way, we bypass directly encoding the exponentially-growing feature combinations with high-dimension feature vectors. The input of AIN is a ticket-event pair and the output is a probability representing how likely the input pair is correlated. Fig. 6 shows the overall framework of AIN composed of three layers, i.e., embedding layer, attentive interaction layer, and prediction layer, which are elaborated as follows.

**Embedding Layer.** The embedding layer represents all features ($f_i$ for a ticket feature and $f_j$ for an event feature) as trainable vectors (i.e., embeddings) denoted as $v_i \in \mathbb{R}^k$, where $k$ is a user-defined hyper-parameter. For summary of tickets and event template of events (denoted as $f_1$ and $f_2$ in Fig. 6), we resort to the power of pretrained model BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [40] to embed their semantics as vectors. We exclude the detailed ticket description since it potentially introduces noises, and the summary already provides the essential part [11][14][41]. The remaining features are initialized as random vectors.

**Attentional Interaction Layer.** After each feature is associated with an embedding vector, the attentive interaction layer models the feature combination of two features as the Hadamard product (i.e., element-wise product denoted as $\odot$) of their corresponding embedding vectors. For $u = x \odot y$ we have $u_i = x_i y_i$. The attentive interaction layer models combinations of features across a ticket and an event, formally, where $n$ and $m$ are the numbers of ticket and event features, respectively. To identify the effective feature combinations for different ticket-event pairs, AIN computes an importance score $a_{ij}$ for each combination result $v_i \odot v_j$ in Equation (2). Afterwards, these feature combinations are summarized as a single representation $z \in \mathbb{R}^k$ by computing their weighted average.

$z = \sum_{i}^{n} \sum_{j}^{m} a_{ij}(v_i \odot v_j), \quad (2)$

The importance weight $a_{ij}$ is calculated as follows:

$a_{ij} = (W^{T} f_i)(W^{T} f_j + b), \quad (3)$

where $f_i \in \mathbb{R}^{r}$, $W \in \mathbb{R}^{r \times k}$ and $b \in \mathbb{R}^{k}$ are trainable parameters. $r$ is a hyper-parameter that denotes the size of the hidden layer. Equation (4) normalizes the importance weights to $[0, 1]$. The importance weights control how much each feature combination contributes for prediction. For example, in Equation (2), for $a_{ij}$ close to 1, its corresponding feature combination will dominate the summarized vector $z$. This means that the prediction mostly depends on the feature combination of $v_i$ and $v_j$. In addition, the weights are automatically learned by the FC in Equation 3, we actually force AIN to select the effective feature combinations when learning from the data.

**Prediction Layer.** We formulate ticket-event correlation as a binary classification problem. Particularly, to calculate the correlation probability $p$, an FC neural network is applied on $z$, i.e., $p = \sigma(W^{T} z + b_{p})$, where $w_{p} \in \mathbb{R}^{k}$ and $b_{p} \in \mathbb{R}$ are trainable parameters, and $\sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-x}}$ is the Sigmoid function producing a probability within the range of $[0, 1]$. To update all trainable parameters, we utilize the popular Adam

---

**Algorithm 1: Dynamic Event Graph Construction**

```
Input: Pre-computed PMI values in a, window of latest events $w_j = [e_1, e_2, e_3, \ldots]$, hyper-parameter $\mu \in [0,1]$ 
Output: $g_{o} = \{g_1, g_2, \ldots\}$ 
Init: $g \leftarrow$ Empty undirected graph; $r \leftarrow$ Empty list 
for $i \leftarrow 1$ to $d$ do 
    for $j \leftarrow 1$ to $d$ do 
        if $d(e_i, e_j) > 0$ then 
            if $d(e_i, e_j) > 0$ then 
                $g$.AddWeightedEdge((e_i, e_j), weight=$d(e_i, e_j)$) 
        end 
    end 
end 
for each node $e_i \in g$ do 
    $W = \text{GetWeightsOfOutEdges}(e_i)$ 
    AscendingSort(W) 
    $\gamma$ = SearchKneePoint($W$) // Kneedle algorithm 
    if $\gamma < \mu$ then 
        $g$.RemoveNode($e_i$) 
    end 
end 
$g_{o} \leftarrow \text{GetSubGraphs}(g)$
```
Intuitively, the offline parts leverage the positive (i.e., correlated) ticket-event pairs. In the online deployment, iPACK is periodically executed (e.g., every five minutes) and pushes its latest analysis results to the CSS team. Support engineers can conduct impact assessment (i.e., how many customers are impacted) for an incident; on the other hand, the CSS team can avoid duplicate manual inspection and make batched communication to customers. (e.g., provide the latest mitigation progress of the internal incident).

E. Deployment

iPACK consists of offline parts (pre-computed) and online parts (serving online continuously) for deployment in the cloud systems. The offline parts include alert parsing, static event relations learning and AIN training. The online parts conduct alert parsing, dynamic event graph construction, and ticket-event correlation utilizing the trained AIN. The details are as follows.

1) Offline Parts: Intuitively, the offline parts leverage the historical data to prepare intermediate data (e.g., PMI values) or model (e.g., AIN) for online use. Specifically, iPACK parse all collected alerts to events (Section III-B). Then, static event relations learning is conducted (Section III-C1), which computes PMI values for all event pairs. The PMI values are then stored in a Redis database for reference. After that, AIN is trained using historical ticket-event pairs. Azure continuously collects the alert and ticket data; in order to capture the latest system update (e.g., new alerts), the offline parts are executed periodically (e.g., once every month).

2) Online Parts: In the online deployment, iPACK is periodically executed (e.g., every five minutes) and pushes its latest analysis results to the CSS team. Support engineers can also manually trigger iPACK when needed (e.g., a large volume of tickets are received). Considering cloud services and customers are physically isolated in different regions, iPACK is applied separately in different regions. Once executed, iPACK collects the latest alerts and tickets within the latest four-hour-long time window to analyze. We can reduce the great volume of ticket-event pairs by filtering with region and time. The tickets and alerts in the same time window and region constitute a chunk.

In each chunk, after parsing alerts as events, GIP is applied to link events as event graphs (i.e., incidents). Then, we apply AIN to link each ticket to one of the events. For each ticket, AIN recommends a list of events ranked by the associated correlation probabilities. Note that we exclude the tickets whose largest probability in the ranked list is smaller than a confidence threshold $\theta = 0.8$, because they are more likely caused by a customer-side issue (e.g., incorrect configurations). Next, tickets that are correlated to the events within the same event graph are aggregated as a cluster. Based on the aggregation results, on the one hand, on-call engineers can conduct impact assessment (i.e., how many customers are impacted) for an incident; on the other hand, the CSS team can avoid duplicate manual inspection and make batched communication to customers. (e.g., provide the latest mitigation progress of the internal incident).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We answer the following research questions (RQs) to evaluate the performance of iPACK:

- **RQ1**: How effective is iPACK in aggregating duplicate tickets caused by the same incident?
- **RQ2**: How effective is AIN in correlating a ticket to the responsible event?
- **RQ3**: How does graph-based incident profiling (GIP) impact the effectiveness of iPACK?

A. Experimental Setting

1) Dataset: We collect the datasets from the production environment of Azure from 2020/01/01 to 2022/06/01. To evaluate the generality of iPACK, we collect three datasets from different physically isolated regions (i.e., $\mathcal{A}$, $\mathcal{B}$, and $\mathcal{C}$), which cover 81 services serving different numbers of customers. Each dataset is collected from tens of services and includes hundreds of incidents and hundreds of thousands of alerts. For each incident, the datasets contain tens of hundreds of resulting tickets. Note that we hide the specific figures of the dataset statistics due to the confidential policy of Azure. We use the data before 2022/01/01 to compute PMI values (Section III-C) and train AIN (Section III-D). The data after the date is used for evaluation.

2) Comparative solutions: Recent studies have been working on user feedback analysis such as duplicate bug report detection [41][43][44][13][45] and emerging issue detection [46][10][47]. We select the following state-of-the-art approaches as our comparative solutions:

   **Categorization.** We aggregate tickets by referring to their feature category (Section II-A), i.e., if two tickets share the same category, then they are aggregated into the same cluster.

   **iFeedback.** iFeedback is proposed and adopted by WeChat in their production environment [10], which targets aggregating similar user feedback by identifying frequent word...
LWE. LWE [13] is a method integrating Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and word embeddings to leverage the advantages of both techniques. LWE first utilizes LDA to represent all tickets and roughly identify candidates of duplicated tickets. Then, the candidates are represented using word embeddings to conduct more fine-grained clustering.

BERT. BERT [40] is a popular pretraining model in natural language processing and has shown its power in capturing the semantics of user feedback in recent studies [14][48][49]. Because these studies do not directly aggregate user feedback, in this work, we adopt BERT to first represent the tickets as dense vectors, based on which we use agglomerative hierarchical clustering [50] to aggregate tickets.

LinkCM. LinkCM [51] is proposed to facilitate the triage of a customer-reported alert by matching it with an alert of cloud systems. LinkCM learns the correlation by purely fusing the titles between the report and alert via a decomposable attention mechanism and transfer learning. In our scenario, if two tickets are correlated to the same event by LinkCM, they are grouped together. LinkCM can also link a ticket to an event as AIN does, so we combine GIP with LinkCM (i.e., LinkCM w/ GIP) as a strong baseline for comparison.

3) Implementation Details: We have implemented iPACK with approximately 3000 lines of Python code and packaged it as a serverless function [17] for ease of use in Azure. The iPACK system is deployed on a CentOS Linux server with 60GB of RAM and an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5930K CPU @ 3.50GHz. The AIN component of iPACK is trained and tested with the GPU acceleration of an NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN X. We have set the default hyper-parameters of the AIN as $k=128$ and $r=256$, and the model is trained until its training loss stops decreasing for ten continuous epochs, using an early stopping approach. As for the comparative solutions, as they are not open-sourced, we have followed the implementation in their respective papers and leveraged well-established libraries to ensure accuracy. For example, we have used AllenNLP [52] for LinkCM, scikit-learn [53] and gensim [54] for LWE, and HuggingFace [55] for BERT.

B. Evaluation Metrics

Metrics for evaluating ticket aggregation (RQ1 and RQ3). Given a sequence of tickets, our approach assigns a unique cluster ID, denoted as “incident-number” to tickets that are caused by the same incident. Tickets that are not related to a cloud-side issue are marked with the cluster ID “non-incident”. To evaluate the accuracy of our ticket aggregation, we use the widely accepted Rand Index [56], [57], [58] for pair-wise comparison in clustering. We conduct pair-wise comparisons between the ground-truth cluster ID and the predicted cluster ID for all tickets. The results are used to calculate the following metrics: True Positives (TP), which are pairs of duplicate tickets correctly predicted to have the same cluster label; True Negatives (TN), which are pairs of non-duplicate tickets correctly predicted to have different cluster labels; False Positives (FP), which are pairs of non-duplicate tickets wrongly predicted to have the same cluster label; and False Negatives (FN), which are pairs of duplicate tickets wrongly predicted to have different cluster labels. Based on the results, we use the following metrics to evaluate the aggregation results: 

$$\text{precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}, \quad \text{recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}.$$ 

F1 score $= 2 \cdot \frac{\text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}$.

Metrics for evaluating ticket-event correlation (RQ2). The correlation of tickets with an event, referred to as AIN in Section III-D, is a crucial component of iPACK. This component generates a ranked list of potential responsible events for a given ticket based on the probability scores (as determined by AIN’s output) in descending order. To assess the accuracy of this step, we use the metric Acc@$K$ (accuracy@$K$). For each ticket, if the actual ground-truth event appears within the top-$K$ positions of the list, we consider the ticket to be a “hit”. The Acc@$K$ metric is calculated as the ratio of the number of hit tickets to the total number of tickets, represented as $\text{Acc}@K = \frac{\# \text{ of hit tickets}}{\# \text{ of all tickets}}$. In our evaluation, we consider three values of $K$ (i.e., 1, 2, and 3) and also compute the average of these three metrics to provide a comprehensive assessment.

C. Experimental Details

1) RQ1 The Effectiveness of iPACK. In this RQ, we aim to evaluate how accurately iPACK can aggregate the duplicate tickets by comparing it with all comparative solutions (Section IV-A2). The evaluation is conducted using datasets $A$, $B$ and $C$ and the results are reported in terms of precision, recall, and F1 score. Precision reflects the degree of correctness in the clustering results, while recall represents the completeness of the results. The F1 score is a balance between precision and recall and provides a comprehensive measure of the overall performance of the approach. The results are presented in Table III. The highest F1 score is emphasized in bold, and the second-best score is underlined.

We can make the following observations: (1) iPACK achieves the best F1 score across all three datasets, i.e., 0.935, 0.871, and 0.894, outperforming the second-best methods by 31.2%, 12.4% and 18.4% in dataset $A$, $B$ and $C$, respectively. (2) Categorization can achieve the highest precision (0.930–0.943) although its recall is considerably low (0.205–0.373). The reason is that the ticket feature category is defined in a fine-grained manner by support engineers in Azure. Therefore, it tends to aggressively split the complete set of duplicate tickets into many small groups, leading to a low recall score. However, tickets in each such small group share precisely similar semantics as evidenced by the high precision. (3) iFeedback, LWE, and BERT show lower precision but higher recall than Categorization. The reason is that these methods can capture more coarse-grained semantic similarity between tickets. Consequently, they can generate larger clusters (higher recall) but introduce additional noises (lower precision) (4) LinkCM can achieve a higher precision
among all baseline methods except Categorization. Moreover, after combining with GIP, LinkCM w/ GIP can increase its recall because more tickets are aggregated together through event-event linking. However, it still under-performs iPACK in terms of the overall F1 score because LinkCM cannot correlate a ticket to an event as accurately as iPACK does (will show in RQ2). For instance, LinkCM may associate a cluster of similar tickets with the wrong event. Therefore, even though related events are linked together, similar tickets are separated into different clusters, resulting in high precision but low recall.

Answer to RQ1. iPACK achieves the best F1 score among all state-of-the-art baselines across three datasets collected from different regions. iPACK slightly sacrifices precision compared with the Categorization method but achieves the highest F1 score 0.871~0.935, outperforming state-of-the-art methods by 12.4%~31.2%.

2) RQ2 The Effectiveness of ticket-event correlation: In this RQ, the focus is on evaluating the accuracy of the ticket-event correlation step of iPACK, i.e., the proposed attentive interaction Network (AIN). The performance of AIN is compared with LinkCM [51] and four popular machine learning algorithms: LR (logistic regression), SVM (support vector machine), RF (random forest), and LightGBM (light gradient boosting machine). Additionally, the contribution of the attentive feature interaction component to AIN is studied.

To ensure a fair comparison, categorical features are represented as one-hot vectors, which are then concatenated with the representation of textual features extracted using BERT. This allows for a consistent input feature representation for all models compared. A variant of AIN is also developed by removing its attentive feature interaction component (referred to as "AIN w/o atten." in Table IV). This variant instead concatenates all feature embeddings into a single feature vector as the input for the prediction layer, as illustrated in Fig. 6. For clarity, this experiment is conducted using all pairs of ticket-event data from datasets A, B and C. We compare AIN with the baselines and its variant in terms of Acc@1, Acc@2, Acc@3 and the average of these metrics.

We can make the following observations in the results shown in Table IV: (1) The proposed AIN model outperforms all baseline models in terms of all four evaluation metrics. Notably, AIN achieves the highest Acc@1 score of 0.817, indicating its superior ability in accurately linking tickets to events and facilitating more effective ticket aggregation. (2) The introduction of the attentive feature interaction component results in significant improvements in AIN’s performance, with a 21.4% increase in Acc@1 and a 17.8% increase in the average accuracy. This demonstrates that the component plays a crucial role in identifying effective feature combinations for accurate ticket-event linking. (3) Interestingly, AIN w/o atten. underperforms LinkCM and achieves similar performance as LightGBM. The reason is that AIN w/o atten. adopts simple concatenation of feature embedding, which fails to capture effective feature combinations. (4) LinkCM can outperform other baseline methods since its decomposable attention mechanism is able to capture the semantic matching between tickets and events. On the other hand, the relatively low Acc@1 scores of LR, SVM, RF and LightGBM may be due to the sparsity and high dimensionality of the input features. However, RF and LightGBM exhibit improved accuracy over LR and SVM, as they alleviate these problems through feature selection.

Answer to RQ2. AIN outperforms all other baseline methods by a large margin in correlating a ticket to the event that causes it. The proposed attentive feature combination is the key to achieve the performance, which improves the average accuracy of AIN by 17.8%.

3) RQ3 The impact of graph-based incident profiling (GIP) of iPACK: We propose GIP to reduce regular events (noisy
The ratio of events reduced. GIP builds a fully-connected event graph (link every two events with positive PMI values) and then prunes this graph via Algorithm 1. We measure the effectiveness of GIP with the ratio of nodes and edges that are pruned (reduced). Fig. 7 (left) presents the ratio of nodes and edges in the event graph without or with GIP (we normalize the ratio for better presentation). We can observe that only 2% of nodes and 0.2% of edges remain after using GIP, which shows GIP can reduce the large volume of events effectively.

The impact on the overall performance in aggregating duplicate tickets. Though GIP can reduce the number of events, we aim to further evaluate whether it can accurately remove the regular events and link the correlated events as expected. To achieve this, we compare the ticket aggregation performance of iPACK with or without GIP. After removing GIP, we regard those tickets linked to the same event by AIN as belonging to the same cluster. The results are shown in Fig. 7 (right). We can observe that after applying GIP, its precision drops slightly, but the recall is largely improved. As a result, the overall F1 score is improved by 18.9%, from 0.743 to 0.884. This indicates that only a small portion of events are not correctly linked; however, more duplicate tickets are accurately aggregated via event-event linking.

Answer to RQ3. GIP can greatly boost the overall performance of iPACK. On the one hand, GIP reserves only 2% nodes and 0.2% edges in the pruned event graph. On the other hand, GIP accurately reserves and links the indicative events and improves the F1 score from 0.743 to 0.884.

V. INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE

In this section, we share our industrial experience by presenting a success case and a failure case from the real-world deployment of iPACK in Azure.

A. A success case

In September 2021, a datacenter maintenance activity resulted in the accidental shutdown of a water tower pump, which is a critical component of cooling systems. To prevent overheating and potential damage to users' data, the maintenance personnel had to shut down the downstream storage hardware. This caused a storage service disruption, leading to cascading impacts on several dependent services such as the SQL DB and Workflow App, and triggering alerts.

The CSS team received a substantial number of tickets describing a wide range of issues in response to these events. To assist with the situation, iPACK continuously collected and analyzed the generated alerts and tickets. The partial output of iPACK’s analysis is presented in Fig. 8. iPACK successfully linked the storage alert with corresponding alerts from SQL DB and Workflow App, as demonstrated by the red arrows in Fig. 8. Additionally, the tickets caused by these events were linked to their respective root cause events, as depicted by the blue arrows. This allowed the tickets to be aggregated, despite their semantic differences, and the results were pushed to the support engineers. With the information provided by iPACK, support engineers were able to initiate batch communications with potentially impacted customers and avoid duplicative manual inspections. Throughout the resolution process, the customers were continuously informed of the mitigation progress of the incident.

B. A failure case

iPACK could sometimes fail when it cannot find responsible alerts in the cloud systems for a ticket. In August 2021, the CSS team received multiple tickets complaining of 503 (service unavailable) errors when the customers were using Web Services. Though the tickets were suspected to be caused by an internal issue due to their similar symptoms, iPACK did not correlate them with any alert. Only around five hours after the first ticket had been received, a related alert was fired and correlated by iPACK. According to the after-the-fact analysis of on-call engineers, the root cause of this incident turned out to be bad configurations of a Canary (gray) release for a few tenants. The developers did not configure a specific monitor for each of the tenants but monitored all tenants as a whole. As a result, the monitor was not sensitive enough and only triggered when most of the tenants’ requests failed. Nevertheless, iPACK continuously runs and could still correlate the alert with the resultant tickets after the alert was finally fired. In this way, iPACK can potentially discover such under-monitoring cases and guide the configuration of monitors to improve system reliability [59]. Fortunately, such cases (tickets submissions before alerts) are rare in Azure with comprehensive monitoring according to our study (Section II-C).
VI. RELATED WORK

A. Incident Analysis

Researchers have devoted sustained efforts on empirical studies [60], [61], [3], [4], [23] of cloud incidents in the last few years. Gunawi et al. [60] discussed why outages still take place in cloud environments by analysing headline news and public postmortem reports of 32 popular Internet services. Huang et al. [61] discussed their experiences with gray failure in production cloud-scale systems and demonstrated its broad scope and consequences. Chen et al. [23] presented a comprehensive study on how alerts and incidents are managed in large-scale public cloud. Cloud alerts are notoriously blamed for its great volume. In general, there are two threads of studies proposed towards resolving the challenge. The major thread aims to correlate alerts that are caused by the same incident [18][51][6]. Given a large number of alerts happening, Chen et al. [37] empirically found that only a small portion of alerts matters and proposed to prioritize alerts based on historical data. Chen et al. [32][62] proposed to predict the link between two alerts by combining alert textual information and the topology information among alerts (i.e., the topology of components that generate these alerts). These studies either require experts’ manual annotations [24][32] or precise system topology [6][19]. Differently, we propose GIP, which does not require such labels or prior knowledge to identify alert-alert relations. We further leverage the alert-alert relations to aggregate tickets for efficient processing and management.

B. Issue Report Analysis

Issue reports, including app reviews, user feedback, bug reports, test reports, GitHub issues, support tickets, etc., are crucial for service providers to gain a better understanding of their customers’ experiences. A large body of research has been devoted to the analysis of issue reports, covering topics such as duplicate bug reports detection [41][43][44][13], emerging issue detection [46][10][47] bug reproduction [63][64], bug report summarization [65][66] and empirical studies [67][68][69].

Most existing studies focus on natural language text information such as titles and descriptions. In addition, some latest attempts [70][71][72] proposed to jointly consider multimodality features, e.g., text and images (e.g., app screenshots), which has become a recent hot trend in the research direction. Different from these studies that purely focus on the customer-side issue report information, in this work, we also consider ongoing alerts and incidents in the complex cloud system. We aim to bridge the cloud alerts with cloud users’ tickets to facilitate efficient ticket processing.

VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY

External Validity. The study’s object is the primary external threat. The data was collected from Azure, as there is no publicly available dataset containing customer tickets and a large number of alerts. However, Azure is a world-leading cloud provider with a vast scale. The data covers a broad range of services from various regions (Section IV-A1). Hence, the evaluation in Azure should be representative and convincing. Furthermore, iPACK leverages the common features provided by the most popular cloud vendors (Section II-A), making it capable of generalizing to similar cloud systems, potentially benefiting cloud customers globally.

Internal Validity. Implementation and parameter setting are the main internal threats to validity. For implementation, the baseline approaches are not open-sourced, so we re-implemented them by following the original papers closely. To reduce the implementation threat, we leveraged several mature libraries for implementing the core algorithms (Section IV-A2). Both the proposed and baseline methods underwent peer code review. For parameter setting, we tuned all methods through grid-search and chose the best results.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper tackles the problem of aggregating duplicate customer support tickets for cloud systems. Previous solutions that mainly rely on customer-side information (i.e., textual similarity between tickets) are sub-optimal for tickets of large-scale cloud systems. The main cause is the complexity of cloud systems that consist of many inter-dependent services, where the customers may experience distinct issues even though they are affected by the same incident. To overcome this limitation, we propose iPACK to leverage alerts of cloud systems to facilitate ticket aggregation. Specifically, we propose graph-based incident profiling (GIP) to model alert-alert relations and attentive interaction network (AIN) to model alert-ticket relations, respectively. In this way, we can aggregate the tickets that are linked to the same incident (linked alerts) even though they carry dissimilar semantics. We evaluate iPACK based on three datasets collected from the real-world production environment in a large-scale cloud vendor, Azure. iPACK achieves the F1 score of 0.871~0.935 and outperforms state-of-the-art methods by 12.4%~31.2% across the three datasets.

For future work, we will deploy iPACK to more services in Azure and conduct rigorous user studies among the support engineers to understand the usefulness in accelerating support tickets. In addition, we plan to extend iPACK with the ability to conduct root cause analysis based on the correlated alerts.

IX. DATA AVAILABILITY

The ticket data used in this work is collected from a real-world cloud vendor, which is highly confidential and contains a lot of personally identifiable information (PII). To protect customers’ privacy, we decide not to release the original dataset. However, to facilitate the community to benefit from our work, we release the source code of iPACK together with some synthetic data samples on Github (https://github.com/OpsPAI/iPACK.git).
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